THEOREM 1. There is a function algebra A with two generators such that M (A) contains a part homeomorphic to two copies of the open unit disc.

THEOREM 2. Let Kbe a compact Hausdorff space. Then there exists a function algebra A such that M (A) contains a part homeomorphic to K. Every continuous function on that part is the restriction of a function in A.
The last assertion implies that no subset of the part can be given any analytic structure. We will prove Theorem 1 here. The proof of Theorem 2 is more complicated and will be presented elsewhere.
The disc algebra is the algebra of all functions continuous on the closed unit disc D and analytic on the interior. We show that V= V\U V 2 and that V is a part of X. The proof is in two steps.
(i) V is the disjoint union ViKJV 2 .
Since ƒ(z, ftXs)) is in the disc algebra for any polynomial ƒ and {(*, hj(z)): \z\ =l}CXj\Jfc£, we have V S CV. Because h never vanishes, V\C\Vi-0.
Take g = (s 0 , w°) G V and let m be a representing measure on X for g. Let JJL be the measure (
ii) V is a part of M (A).
It is clear that no point in V is equivalent to any point in X\V as the function 0 has modulus one on X\V. And it is seen directly that any two points in V,-are equivalent. Let £/=(0, fty(0))£VV. The proof will be complete when we show pi~p 2 .
Notice that for fÇEA we have 2wJo
